Sycamore Term 2 2018 Curriculum Web
PSHE

Maths

Celebrating Difference

Addition and subtraction of numbers mentally & using written
methods.
Multiplication and Division using concrete materials and then
the written methods.
Reasoning and Problem Solving
Times tables 2, 5, 4 & 8’s
Shape (2D and 3D) and angles
Statistics - to also link with Geography.

DT

We are focusing on how to
prepare and then cook
seasonal fruit and vegetables.
Plus cooking our own
Christmas cakes!

Understanding families & how they can
be different
Managing conflict Anti-bullying week
Using kind, not hurtful words
Understanding other people’s feelings

RE
Understanding Christianity
unit - What Does it mean if
God is holy and loving?

PE
Hi 5 Netball from Acorn PE
Teacher (Thursdays)
Hockey from Mr BasingerAdams (Fridays)
But please ensure your kit is
in every day!

Fiction – Charlie & the
chocolate factory – a quick
recall of the story & then
focusing on a chapter which
did not make the book called
Spotty Powder. Focusing on
characters & descriptive
writing. Planning & writing
about our own character &
their fate had they been in the
story.
Non-fiction – An author study
of Roald Dahl then the children
will produce a biography about
him.

TERM 2 LEARNING LOG: Our Local Area
Please can you support your child to find out as much as they can, remembering that, although we
don’t expect them to work on them continuously, Learning Logs need to be in school each week on
Friday so that the children can share their learning with their peers. Our Learning Log afternoon will
be FRIDAYS. This term they could…visit somewhere in Warminster and the surrounding area and
write a recount, make a Warminster / Wiltshire recipe to share with the class, write some facts about
Warminster (population, things to do, why it is called Warminster), produce a Warminster History
timeline, write a poem about Warminster, make a model of somewhere in Warminster labelling it.

Computing
Geography & History
Geography –Using google maps, Street view &
a local walk to map the area near the school &
the High street.
History – using maps to see how has Warminster
changed & developed over time.

English

Programming using the
online tool of ‘Scratch’ –
drawing an item and then
making it move.

Science
Light and Shadows
Children will explore the differences between light sources
and light reflectors, and
know how shadows are formed.
Also, they will gain an understanding of the positive but
also possible dangers to health/life that the Sun can bring.

